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Red-shifting and blue-shifting OH groups on
metal oxide surfaces – towards a unified picture
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We analyse the OH vibrational signatures of 56 structurally unique water molecules and 34 structurally
unique hydroxide ions in thin water films on MgO(001) and CaO(001), using DFT-generated anharmonic
potential energy surfaces. We find that the OH stretching frequencies of intact water molecules on the
surface are always downshifted with respect to the gas-phase species while the OH groups are either
upshifted or downshifted. Despite these diﬀerences, the main characteristics of the frequency shifts for
all three types of surface OH groups (OHw, OsH and OHf) can be accounted for by one unified
expression involving the in situ electric field from the surrounding environment, and the gas-phase
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molecular properties of the vibrating species (H2O or OH). The origin behind the diﬀerent red- and
blueshift behaviour can be traced back to the fact that the molecular dipole moment of a gas-phase
water molecule increases when an OH bond is stretched, but the opposite is true for the hydroxide ion.
We propose that familiarity with the relations presented here will help surface scientists in the

rsc.li/pccp

interpretation of vibrational OH spectra for thin water films on ionic crystal surfaces.

1. Introduction
The stabilities, structures, and reactivities of metal oxide surfaces
and nanoparticles under ambient conditions are strongly aﬀected by
their hydration–hydroxylation. Here especially the water molecules
residing closest to the metal oxide are targets of intense scientific
interest as they are the molecules most drastically modified by the
surface and often even subject to dissociation. Spectroscopic signals
from dissociated and intact water molecules on many metal oxide
surfaces have been presented in the literature over the years (see, for
example, ref. 1–9) and here vibrational and electron spectroscopies
have emerged as being especially informative. Thus, recently, some
of the seemingly most simple and prototypic water/oxide systems,
such as H2O/MgO(100),2,3 H2O/CaO(100),5,6 H2O/ZnO(101% 0)8 and
H2O/rutile-TiO2(110),9 have been targets of vibrational spectroscopic
studies of various flavors such as IRRAS (Infrared reflection–
absorption spectroscopy), SFG (sum-frequency generation),
and FTIR (Fourier transform Infra-red) spectroscopy with an
ATR (attenuated internal total reflection) device.
Theoretical investigations are critically important in the
field of vibrational spectroscopy, and most of the experimental
studies today contain supporting vibrational calculations.
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The special value of calculations is that they can provide both
detailed local structure information and detailed, well resolved,
spectral information: together these two advantages help to
decipher complex experimental spectra for complex systems.
Moreover, such calculations often have the power to take us
further and provide an explanation, or a rationale, behind the
experimentally observed spectral features. The objective of this
paper is to present a unifying, systematizing framework that
relates the vibrational dynamics of surface OH groups to their
chemical environment for both OH and H2O simultaneously.
We will show that in the analysis of experimental or calculated OH spectra it is not helpful to treat all groups as waterlike. We find that all the dissociated OH groups present for
diﬀerent water coverages on MgO(001) and CaO(001) are indeed
hydroxide ions, and this has consequences for how they
respond to perturbations from their environments. Thus we
find that the intact water molecules on the surface are always
downshifted with respect to the unperturbed (gas-phase) molecule while the OH groups are either upshifted or downshifted
with respect to the gas-phase ion. We will also show that in
spite of these diﬀerences it is possible to treat the surface water
molecules and surface hydroxide ions on an equal footing,
using a simple and intuitive electrostatic analysis involving
the electric field from the surroundings as the descriptor. The
electric field has been found to be quite a useful local useful
local descriptor in the context of the OH vibrational downshift
of perturbed water molecules in various situations, such as in
uniform electric fields in the gas phase,10,11 water clusters,12,13
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liquid water,14,15 and in crystalline hydrates.16 However, as far
as we are aware, our treatment in this paper represents a new
way of looking at OH vibrations on ionic surfaces.
Our hope is that our new model will simplify future interpretations of water OH vibrational spectra for surface systems
where electrostatic interactions play an important role, which is
the case on metal oxide surfaces.

2. Systems and methods
2.1

Systems

Water clusters (monomers, dimers, and trimers) on MgO(001)
and CaO(001) as well as overlayers of 1.0 and 1.25 monolayer
(ML) coverages are studied in this paper. Two of these structures are shown in Fig. 1. A full monolayer is defined as 1
adsorbed water molecule per surface cation (or formula unit).
The starting geometries for the geometry optimizations were
taken from the previously reported 1.0 ML and 1.25 ML overlayer structures on MgO(001) and CaO(001) by Włodarczyk
et al.2 and Zhao et al.,5 respectively. For the overlayers and
the trimer on MgO(001), some of the water molecules dissociate
and form two types of hydroxides, namely OsH or OHf. The s in
Os stands for ‘‘surface’’ and the f in Hf stands for ‘‘free’’. Due to
the stronger basicity of CaO, water molecules near its surface
are more likely to dissociate than in the case of MgO, and to
give rise to many non-equivalent OH groups.
Altogether we examine 56 structurally unique intact H2O molecules and 34 structurally unique OH ions, covering a range
of diﬀerent situations from weak to strong ‘‘intermolecular’’ interactions. The H2O/MgO(001) and H2O/CaO(001) systems were
modelled as 3-D periodic boxes, consisting of slabs of four substrate layers, plus the water adsorbate layer and a 15 Å thick
vacuum region. The calculated lattice constants of 4.25 Å for bulk
MgO(001) and 4.83 Å for bulk CaO(001) were used to build the
clean slabs. In all interface calculations, water molecules were
adsorbed only on one side of the slab.
Gas-phase systems. The isolated gas-phase water molecule
and hydroxide ion were optimized with 3D periodic boundary
conditions in 14 Å  15 Å  16 Å simulation boxes.

PCCP

2.2

We recently found17 that the optPBE-vdW functional18 predicted the adsorption energy of water on MgO(001) in agreement with the experimental isosteric heat of adsorption, and we
have chosen this functional for our study here. All calculations
were performed with the VASP program.19–22 The electron-core
interactions were described using the PAW formalism.23,24 For
H, O, Mg and Ca, the 1s1, 2s22p4, 2p63s2 and 3p64s2 electrons,
respectively, were treated as valence electrons. All calculations
were performed with a plane-wave kinetic energy cutoff of
400 eV and a 4  4  1 Monkhost–Pack k-point mesh. Only
the G point was used for the gas-phase water molecule and
hydroxide ion. We used Gaussian smearing with a width of
0.1 eV in all cases.
Full geometry optimizations were performed for all atoms in
all systems, except that the atoms residing in the two ‘‘bottom’’
layers of the ionic slabs were kept fixed. The conjugate-gradient
algorithm was used for the structure optimizations and cell
parameters and atomic coordinates were considered to be
converged when the forces acting on the atoms were less than
0.0021 eV Å1. A convergence criterion of 107 eV for the total
energy was used in the electronic self-consistent calculations.
2.3
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Calculation of anharmonic OH frequencies

We have calculated all OH stretching vibrational frequencies
using a 1-dimensional (1D) uncoupled OH vibrational model.
In this model, each OH potential energy curve is constructed so
as to allow the vibrating OH bond (in a H2O molecule or OH
group) to contract and stretch along the OH bond, keeping
the center of mass of the OH group fixed while the remaining
parts of the system were kept fixed at their optimized positions.
We used a reduced mass of 0.94808 amu for the vibrating
OH oscillator and 19 energy points were generated along the
potential energy curve with a step size of 0.06 Å. More precisely,
we used 12 energy points above and 7 below the equilibrium
OH distance, re.
The 1D vibrational Schrödinger equation was then solved for
the vibrational energy levels using the discrete variable basisset representation (DVR) approach of Light et al.25,26 The
anharmonic stretching frequencies were calculated by taking
the energy diﬀerence between the ground and first excited
vibrational eigenstates.
This computational approach has previously been used by us
to calculate OH frequencies of water molecules and hydroxide
ions in crystals16,27,28 and on surfaces29 as well as in liquid water30
and ionic aqueous solutions.31
2.4

Fig. 1 Top and side views of two of the many interface structures examined
in this study. (a) H2O monomer/MgO(100), (b) 1 ML H2O/MgO(100), with its
three inequivalent water molecules w1, w2 and w3, where w1 is dissociated
and w2 and w3 intact. The cartoon in (c) defines the three types of surface OH
groups. The colour scheme is: yellow atoms = Mg, burgundy red atoms = O
(surface lattice oxide), light red atoms = O (intact adsorbed water molecules),
orange atoms = O (OHf), white atoms = H.

Electronic structure calculations

Calculation of electric field from the environment

The external electric field exerted on the surface OH groups
from its surroundings is a central concept in this study. For
an OH oscillator that belongs to an intact water molecule all
neighbours outside that water molecule constitute the external
world. Other appropriate names for this field might have been
the in situ field, on-site field, or perhaps intrinsic field to
pinpoint that we are not dealing with any externally applied
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electric field, but we have chosen the term external field to
emphasize that it is generated by all the short- and long-range
neighbours outside the targeted hydroxide ion or water molecule.
Wannier orbitals and their centres32 were calculated from
the final electronic wave function using the WANNIER90
program.33 The electric field generated by the surroundings
at a probe site was calculated from the positions and charges of
the Wannier centres and the nuclei (with any accompanying
core electrons as described by the PAW pseudopotentials) using
the GULP34 program. The on-site electric field calculated with
this program contains both the self-field of the probed water
molecule (or hydroxide ion) itself and the external electric field
from the surroundings. Since we want to describe the eﬀect of the
gas-to-surface OH frequency shifts in terms of the surroundings
only, the self-field generated by the internal charge sites of the
probed water molecule or hydroxide ion were removed ‘‘manually’’
from the total on-site field value.
For each investigated OH group, in each of our structurally
optimized surface systems, the equilibrium position of the H
nucleus was selected as the probe site where the electric field
strength was evaluated, and it is the field component along the
OH bond that was monitored, as we have found that the electric
field components perpendicular to the vibrating OH bond have
only a negligible eﬀect on the OH frequency. We denote it E8,
sometimes E8@H. The field direction is defined according to
the standard physics definition (i.e. from plus to minus).
2.5 Calculation of molecular dipole moments and dipole
moment derivatives
The dipole moments of the isolated (m0) water molecule and
hydroxide ion were calculated from the positions and charges of
their nuclei and four occupied Wannier centers, and similarly for the
species on the surface (mbound). The induced dipole moment was
calculated from mbound  m0. The dipole moments were calculated
with respect to the center-of-mass of the oscillating OH bond. For
water, the dipole moment value does not depend on the reference
position. For the charged hydroxide ion it does, but the expressions
that we will make use of involve the first derivatives of dipole
moments with respect to rOH, and therefore the choice of reference
point will again be unimportant. The dipole moment derivative
was evaluated at the bound state equilibrium distance re,bound,
using a 5-point numerical diﬀerential formula.

3. Results
3.1 The electric field as the origin of the gas-to-surface
frequency shifts
The calculated uncoupled, anharmonic OH frequencies, n(OH),
for the intact water molecules, adsorbed on either MgO(001) or
CaO(001) are plotted in Fig. 2a. They span a large range, from
about 3600 cm1 down to about 2100 cm1. Actually, this is also
true for most of the individual adsorbate systems in the figure,
except for the smallest water clusters. Note that the spread is
not due to couplings, as these are uncoupled vibrations;
instead, the spread directly mirrors the spread in the strengths
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of the external perturbations exerted from the surroundings on
the individual water molecules. Going now to the dissociated
water molecules in Fig. 2c, we find somewhat more structure in
the data points: one highly populated group of frequencies
between about 3600 and 3470 cm1, immediately below which
there is a more sparsely distributed group with values all the
way down to about 2000 cm1. We can identify the uppermost
group of frequencies with the structural motif that is commonly
referred to as the OHf type in the literature. The frequencies
lying between about 3410 and 3300 cm1 originate from OsH
groups that are weakly bound to OHf. Finally, the more lowlying set of frequencies also originate from OsH groups, but
those which are strongly bound to the OHf.
In order to bring some logics and systematics into the
presentation of all these data we display the same data in
Fig. 2b and d, but now plotted against the probed electric field
strength E8. The result is impressive: all points nicely follow
arc-like curves. The two curves are similar but not identical. The
largest frequency in Fig. 2b lies close to E8 = 0.0 a.u, but in
Fig. 2d it occurs at E8 E 0.05 a.u., below which no frequencies
can be found since none of the hydroxide groups in our sample
experiences small external fields. The latter may partly be a
consequence of the relatively small tilts of the OH groups from
the surface normal compared to the water molecules which
often lie flat on the surface (cf. Fig. 1b). It may also be so that
environments giving smaller fields than 0.05 a.u. do not lead to
water dissociation. In each of the two figures we have marked
the frequencies at E8 = 0.0, i.e. the gas-phase frequencies. We
note that for the intact water molecules all the frequencies are
downshifted (red-shifted) with respect to this point while for
the dissociated water molecules there exist oscillators which are
upshifted (blue-shifted) with respect to the gas-phase value.
The two frequency vs. field curves just discussed are shown
together in Fig. 3, together with the corresponding curves
(dashed) obtained from MP2 calculations presented in ref. 10
for a water molecule and a hydroxide ion exposed to uniform
electric fields of varying strengths directed along the OH stretch
coordinate. The frequency-field curves in ref. 10 were found to
be parabola-like for both water and hydroxide, but with their
respective maxima at diﬀerent positions. For H2O, the maximum
was found10,11 to lie to the left of the zero-field line (cf. Fig. 3)
resulting in redshifts for all positive (i.e. natural, realistic) fields.
This is indeed consistent with experimental data: we are not
aware of any experimental situation or system where an OH
oscillator belonging to a bound water molecule is not red-shifted
compared to the gas-phase water frequency. For the OH ion in a
uniform electric field, on the other hand, the maximum was
found to lie on the positive field side.10 This implies that at small
and intermediate fields, a frequency upshift with respect to
the gas-phase frequency will occur, while with increasing fields
finally very large downshifts appear. Indeed it is known from
experiments, e.g. by Lutz and his co-workers,35–37 that hydroxide
ions in crystalline hydroxides display both downshifts and
upshifts compared to the gas-phase OH frequency.
In this paper, we observe that the surface OH groups found on
the hydrated–hydroxylated MgO and CaO surfaces qualitatively
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Fig. 2 Calculated uncoupled OH frequencies for water/MgO(001) and water/CaO(001). (a) and (b) The intact water molecules. (c) and (d) The
dissociated water molecules. In the figures to the left, the frequencies are arranged according to system, in the figures to the right, they are plotted
against the probed electric field at the equilibrium position of H. In (a) and (c), the vertical text that denotes the water overlayer refers to the line on its left
side. Here and in the following, intact water molecules are denoted by red open rings, OsH hydroxide groups by bottom-half-filled red circles and OHf
hydroxide ions by top-half-filled blue circles. The uncoupled anharmonic gas-phase frequencies, 3582 cm1 for the water molecule and 3464 cm1 for
the hydroxide ion in our calculations, are indicated by dashed horizontal lines in (a)–(d).

Fig. 3 The same correlations as in Fig. 2(b) and (d) but here the water and
hydroxide OH groups are plotted together to highlight that they follow two
diﬀerent ‘n(OH) vs. E8’ correlations. The dashed curves are taken from
ref. 10 where the author performed MP2 calculations for a water molecule
and a hydroxide ion in uniform electric fields of varying strengths. Here and
in the following, the circles for the data points have the same meaning as
in Fig. 2.

This journal is © the Owner Societies 2018

follow the behaviour of the two ideal uniform-field systems.
Thus, the intact surface water molecules essentially follow the
uniform-field curve for H2O, while the OHf (blue half-filled
rings) and OsH (red half-filled rings) data points display a
similar behaviour to the uniform-field curve for the OH ion.
Bader-type atomic charges38 were calculated, and the net charges
of the dissociated water OH groups in the various MgO and CaO
surface systems studied here were found to lie in the range from
0.7 to 0.9 e, i.e. they can be classified as hydroxide ions.
It is interesting to note that all the OHf groups in our sample
accumulates close to the turning point of the frequency vs. field
curve, while the OsH groups lie further to the right on the curve.
The former are all blueshifted with respect to the gas-phase OH
ion, while all of the OsH vibrations (except one) are redshifted,
most of them even strongly so. We believe that these findings are
likely to hold for hydroxylated metal oxide surfaces in general, at
least in the absence of a second water layer.
3.2

Perturbation from the surface and the co-adsorbates

In this section, we will provide a rationale behind the diﬀerent
water and hydroxide OH frequency redshift and blueshift
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Fig. 4 OH stretching potential energy curves for intact water molecules in (a) and (c), and for dissociated water molecules in (b) and (d). The curves refer
to gas-phase OH oscillators (V gas), surface-bound OH oscillators (V bound) and the diﬀerence between the two (V ext). The curves have been shifted in
order to coincide at rOH = 0.8 Å. In panels (b) and (d), the electric field (in a.u.) at the equilibrium position of H is given next to each curve.

behaviour displayed in Fig. 3. One of our intact surface water
molecules is used as the example in Fig. 4a, namely the water
monomer on the MgO(001) surface, and more specifically the
OH leg which binds to the surface (cf. Fig. 1a). The black curve
in the figure (V gas, or equivalently, V 0) is the calculated
potential energy for the isolated gas-phase molecule, with rOH
being the uncoupled OH stretching coordinate. The red curve
marked V bound is the corresponding calculated potential energy
for our selected water molecule on the surface, shifted so as to
coincide with the unperturbed curve at rOH = 0.80 Å.
The total perturbation exerted by the environment will be
denoted the external potential V ext(rOH), defined by V bound(rOH) =
V 0(rOH) + V ext(rOH). V ext is shown in the upper half of Fig. 4a, again
shifted so as to coincide with the other two curves at rOH = 0.80 Å.
The V ext curve is seen to have a negative slope at the gasphase equilibrium distance re,gas and in fact everywhere in the
figure, and we claim that the sign of the slope determines the
sign of the gas-to-surface frequency shift; this claim will be
substantiated in the coming sections.
We now turn to a dissociated water molecule. The bottom
part of Fig. 4c presents three parabola-like potential energy
curves, one for a surface-bound OsH hydroxide ion (red curve),
one for a gas-phase hydroxide ion (black curve) and one for a
surface-bound OHf hydroxide ion (blue curve). The upper part
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of the figure shows the corresponding V ext potential energy
curves. As in the previous case, all curves were drawn to
coincide for rOH equal to 0.8 Å. The chosen OsH ion is one of
the strongly red-shifted OH groups in Fig. 3, and is seen to be
accompanied by a V ext curve with a negative slope everywhere,
while the OHf ion is accompanied by a V ext curve with a positive
slope in Fig. 4c and it is one of the blueshifted OH groups. This
means that our findings are in agreement with our claim above,
i.e. that the sign of the slope is consistent with the direction of
the frequency shift.
Ten more examples from our bound intact surface water
molecules on MgO(100) and CaO(100) are shown in Fig. 4b and
seven more of the bound hydroxides in Fig. 4d; a variety of
strongly and weakly bound environments are represented in
both cases. The water molecules are seen to all have V ext curves
with negative slopes everywhere, while the hydroxide ions
display either negative (always OsH ions) or positive slopes
(always OHf ions), and this is indeed consistent with our results in
Fig. 2 and 3 where the OsH groups were all found to be downshifted in frequency compared to the gas-phase ion, and the OHf
groups were upshifted. The colour of each curve indicates the
direction of our calculated gas-to-surface frequency shift.
In conclusion, Fig. 3 and 4 together paint a consistent
picture. All blueshifted OH groups are exposed to an external
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perturbation with a positive slope, and all redshifted OH
groups are exposed to an external perturbation with a negative
slope. The eﬀect of an external potential with a negative slope is
to move the equilibrium distance to larger values (weaken the
bond), and to make the potential energy curve flatter and the
harmonic force constant smaller. The opposite in all respects is
true for the blueshifted OH oscillators. The curvature of V ext
never opposes the shift direction predicted by the slope.
For future reference, we now introduce some notations/
definitions:
V 0(rOH) = k02(rOH  re,gas)2 + k03(rOH  re,gas)3 +. . .

(1a)

V bound(rOH) = kbound
(rOH  re,bound)2
2
+ kbound
(rOH  re,bound)3 +. . .
3
V

ext

(rOH) =

kext
1 (rOH

 re,gas) +

kext
2 (rOH

(1b)
2

 re,gas) +. . .

(1c)

The centers of the expansions for the free and bound potentials are their respective equilibrium distances, thereby removing
a linear term. For the external potential the center has been
chosen to be re,gas. With these definitions we find that the shift of
the harmonic force constant up to the quadratic term becomes10
Dk2 ¼ kbound
 k02  
2

3k03 ext
k þ kext
2 :
2k02 1

(2)

In a perturbative treatment both the harmonic frequency
shift (Do = obound  o0) and the anharmonic frequency shift
(Dn = nbound  n0) are related to Dk2 through the following
relations
Dk2
Do  o0  0
2k2
 0

 Dk2
Dn  o þ 4  o0  n 0  0
2k2

(3a)
(3b)

A derivation of the last two equations is presented in the
Appendix.

Eqn (2) allows us to make a more quantitative comparison of
the impacts of the kext
and kext
terms on the harmonic force
1
2
constant Dk2 and thereby also on the OH frequency shifts by way of
eqn (3a) and (3b). Thus for each OH oscillator in our study, a
quadratic fit to the VASP-calculated external potential Vext was
performed and Fig. 5 displays Dk2 as a function of the field at each
OH oscillator. It is seen that for both intact and dissociated water
molecules, eqn (2) is dominated by the kext
1 term. For fields up to
about 0.1 a.u., which is the field range where the qualitative
redshift/blueshift diﬀerence between water and OH manifests
itself, it is suﬃcient to approximate the external potential as being
linear in the stretch coordinate. For both water and hydroxide, k02 is
positive and k03 is negative, and so the sign of the prefactor of kext
1 is
positive and the sign of kext
1 will determine the sign of Dk2.
In the next subsection we present a simple electrostatic
model to understand the rationale behind the field variations
of the frequencies of the surface OH oscillators. In that model
we will use eqn (2), setting kext
2 = 0.
3.3

Interpretation – a dipolar model gives the direction

The number written to the right of each Vext curve in Fig. 4b
and d is the field value that we have discussed extensively
already, i.e. the field parallel to the vibrating OH bond, produced by surrounding charges, and evaluated at the bound H
equilibrium position, re,bound. This is now our descriptor of the
external environment of each surface OH group.
In ref. 10 and 11, as mentioned, isolated water and OH
species in uniform electric fields were studied, and it was
shown that, in both cases, V ext is well approximated by a dipolar
electrostatic model. Here we propose to use the same model with
the uniform field being replaced by E8@H. Using the expressions
given in ref. 10 and 11 and applying eqn (1c), we get
ð Ek


0
0
0

dm
kext
r
;
E
=dr

E

½dmind
OH
OH
k
k
1
k
k ðrOH ; Ek Þ=drOH dEk
0

(4)

gas-to-surf
ext
Fig. 5 Comparison of the VASP-calculated Dk2 = kbound
 kgas
E [3k03/(2k02)]kext
2
2 values (black circles) with expression (2) in the paper, i.e. Dk2
1 + k2 ,
0
0
ext
plotted against E8. The red circles denote the [3k3 /(2k2 )]k1 term and the blue circles denote the sum of the two terms. (a) The intact water molecules
on MgO(001) and CaO(001), (b) the hydroxide groups on MgO(001) and CaO(001).
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Here m0(rOH) is the electric dipole moment of the gas-phase
(i.e. zero field) OH group when the OH stretch coordinate has the
value rOH, and mind(rOH, E8) is the induced dipole moment. In
accordance with eqn (1c), the derivative is taken at the gas-phase
equilibrium distance. Since the field is taken at the equilibrium
position of the bound hydrogen, also the dipoles must be
calculated with respect to this point. However, since both the
equilibrium position of the hydrogen atom and the center of
mass of the OH groups do not change when rOH is changed, we
may just as well use the latter as our reference point for
calculating dipoles.
As we are primarily interested in a qualitative analysis, we
assume that dmind
(rOH, E8)/drOH is approximately proportional
8
to the field over an appreciably large range of field values.
Eqn (4) then becomes
kext
1





1
rOH ; Ek  dm0k =drOH  Ek  dmind
k ðrOH ; Ek Þ=drOH  Ek
2

1 0
0
 m0k  Ek  a0  Ek2
2

(5a)
(5b)

The derivatives are displayed in Fig. 6. The symbol a
represents the 8,8 component of the dipole polarizability tensor
of the OH oscillator, and the prime denotes a diﬀerentiation
with respect to the stretch coordinate, taken at the gas-phase
equilibrium point re,gas. The a 0 values were obtained from linear
fits to our calculated dmind
8 /drOH vs. electric field data, for small
to modest field strengths.
Using eqn (2), (3) and (5) we then calculated the harmonic
and anharmonic frequency shifts within our dipolar model and
plotted the anharmonic shift in Fig. 7, together with the results
from our VASP calculations. Given the many of approximations,
the results are surprisingly good. We therefore accept the
model as a reasonable approximation to reality and analyze
the diﬀerence in behavior between the water and the hydroxide
oscillators.

Fig. 7 Comparison of the DFT results and the dipolar model results for
the surface-induced frequency shift Dn = nbound  ngas plotted against E8.

Inspection of eqn (5a) shows that the sign of dm08/dr and the
relative magnitudes of dm08/dr and dmind
8 (E8)/drOH will determine
the magnitude and sign of kext
1 , which in turn will determine the
sign and magnitude of Dn and the position of the maximum in
the frequency vs. field correlation curves in Fig. 3. We find that
all quantities in the second term of eqn (5a) are positive for all
the surface OH oscillators while dm08/drOH has diﬀerent signs for
water and hydroxide: +0.62 D Å1 for water and 1.14 D Å1 for
hydroxide with our chosen DFT functional. It is the sign of
dm08/dr which is the ultimate origin behind the diﬀerent frequency vs. field behavior of the water molecule and the OH
groups in Fig. 3. The negative sign for OH will give rise to a
parabola with a maximum for a positive field value.
This can easily be formalized as follows. From eqn (5b) we
find that the frequency shifts as a function of the field lie on
concave (since a0 0 is positive in all cases) parabola. The maxima
0

0

0

of these parabolas occur where Ek ¼ m0k =a0 . Since m0k is
positive for the water oscillator the maximum for the water
parabola falls at a negative field value; a negative field value
never occurs in the in situ situations studied here, and seldom, if
ever, in any equilibrium scenarios in nature either, as they would
be energetically unfavourable. As a result the maximum occurs at
zero field and all frequencies are downshifted. By a similar
0

reasoning, since m0k is negative for the hydroxide oscillator, its
maximum frequency shift occurs at a positive field value. The
0

0

0 2
0
value of kext
1 at this point is equal to ðmk Þ =2a , which is positive.
0

0

For field values between zero and 2m0k =a0 4 0, the hydroxide
oscillator will therefore be upshifted. In our present study no
0

0

fields occur below m0k =a0 , and so all oscillators in fields
0

0

0

0

between m0k =a0 and 2m0k =a0 are upshifted.

Fig. 6 Calculated permanent and induced dipole moment derivatives
with respect to the intramolecular OH distance, calculated for all the
OHw, OsH and OHf groups in our systems, and plotted against E8.
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The underlying reason for the diﬀerent signs of dm08/drOH for
gas-phase water and hydroxide is related to the fact that when
the gas-phase hydroxide ion is stretched, a very complex
electron redistribution occurs, which leads to a net decrease
in the dipole moment, and simultaneously makes it favourable
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for the hydroxide to contract when placed in an electric field.
The water molecule, on the other hand, behaves like most
molecules: the dipole moment increases if the OH bonds are
stretched, and the system gains energy by elongating when
exposed to an electric field.39
Further analysis performed by us suggests that, seemingly,
the almost perfect agreement between the VASP and model
results for water at high fields is at least partly due to error
compensation. The neglect of the kext
2 term in the dipolar model
is compensated by a too large slope of the kext
1 term in the same
model, which in turn is likely due to the neglect of the nonelectrostatic interactions (orbital overlap). For the hydroxide on
the other hand, we find that the kext
term from the dipolar
1
model is quite similar to that from VASP, and that it is mainly
the lack of the kext
2 term that causes the discrepancy with the
VASP results.

4. Summary and concluding remarks
This paper is an eﬀort to rationalize the sign and size of the OH
frequency shifts observed experimentally for water on metal
oxide surfaces, namely OsH, OHf, and OHw groups, the latter
from intact water molecules. In total the paper analyses 90
unique surface OH groups – intact water molecules as well
as hydroxide groups. The first part of the title of this paper is
‘‘Red-shifting and blue-shifting OH groups on metal oxide
surfaces’’, which reflects the phenomenon that OHw groups
appear to always be redshifted by their surroundings at the
surface, while the hydroxide ions can be either red- or blueshifted depending on the strength of the OH group’s interaction with its environment.
The second part of the title is ‘‘towards a unified picture’’
and we have demonstrated, using a simple electrostatic dipolar
model, that not only can the surface-induced frequency shift
for OsH and OHf be described by one and the same model but
also OHw. The model is expressed by eqn (5). All three OH
groups are part of the same general scheme where the main
ingredients are the external electric field (E8@H) from the
surroundings as well as the permanent and induced dipole
moment derivatives along the OH stretching coordinate. We
concluded that it is the sign of dm0/drOH which is the ultimate
origin behind the diﬀerent frequency shifting behaviour of the
water molecules and the OH groups.
Our dipolar model succeeds in describing the qualitative
behaviour of gas-to-surface OH frequency shifts on metal oxide
surfaces with both molecularly and dissociatively adsorbed
water molecules. It may be valuable to extend this work to a
broader range of metal oxides, with diﬀerent ionicity and acid–
base properties, in future work. It will also be interesting to
explore to what extent this model holds for more water-rich
interfaces. Work along this line is underway.
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Appendix: perturbation model
Since we want to discuss both the harmonic and the anharmonic frequency shifts, we assume that all potential curves can be
described by the Morse function
V(rOH) = De[1  exp(a(rOH  re))]2

(A1)

where re is the equilibrium value of rOH. This potential model
contains two parameters, which may be expressed in terms of
the second and third derivatives at equilibrium, k2 = V00 (re)/2
and k3 = V 0 0 0 (re)/6, respectively. One easily shows that a = k3/k2
and De = (k2)3/(k3)2. The energies En for the Morse oscillator
are known exactly, and can be used to calculate the frequency
nOH = (E1  E0)/h, where h is the Planck constant, yielding


ho
:
(A2)
n ¼o 12
De
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Here o is the harmonic frequency defined by 2po ¼ 2k2 =m,
as can also be seen by putting k3 equal to zero (m is the reduced
mass of the oscillator).
The total potential energy curve is then represented by the
sum of an unperturbed gas-phase part augmented with a small
perturbation. Since the perturbation can be represented by a
quadratic polynomial, we may set kbound
= k03 and kbound
=
3
2
0
0
k2 + Dk2 with Dk2 being small. Notice that k2 is half the second
derivative of the gas-phase potential energy curve, at the re,gas
value, etc. To first order in the small parameter we then get that
the anharmonic frequency shift Dn = nbound  n0 is given by


 Dk2
Dn  o0 þ 4 o0  n 0  0 ;
2k2

(A3)

An expression for Dk2 can be obtained by applying a secondorder perturbation to the V gas potential energy curve,10 defined
in eqn (1a) in the main text.
Dk2 ¼ 

3k03 ext
k þ kext
2 :
2k02 1

(A4)

The expression for the harmonic shift, Do is obtained by
putting the second term between brackets equal to zero, or,
equivalently, by setting n0 equal to o0. Since k02 is positive for
both OHw and OH and k03 is negative, we conclude that both
contributions to Dk2 have the same sign. As long as kext
1 and
kext
have the same sign, one may say that either of them
2
determines the sign of Dk2. With the first contribution to Dk2
being the largest, we conclude that the sign of kext
1 determines
the sign of Dk2. Moreover, since the factor between square
brackets in the expression for Dn is always positive, we conclude
that indeed the sign of kext
1 determines the sign of the gas-tosurface frequency shift.
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